Changes in authorship

(c) Request for addition of extra author after publication

To prevent future problems:

1. Before publication, get authors to sign statement that all authors meet appropriate criteria and that no deserving authors have been omitted.

2. Publish details of each person’s contribution to their search and publication.

To clarify reason for change in authorship:

- Check that all authors consent to addition of extra author.

   - All authors agree:
     - Publish correction.
   - Authors do not agree:
     - Explain that you will not change the authorship until you have written agreement from all authors. Provide authorship guidelines but do not enter into dispute.

     - All authors agree:
       - Publish correction if needed.
     - Authors still cannot agree:
       - Refer case to authors’ institution(s) and ask it/them to adjudicate.
       - Publish correction if required by institution(s).